


MEMBERS
SPEAKOUT
Getting the 

((H" Out of CHP

Editor's Note: "Members Speak Out" runs

in periodic issues of DislriclEnergy maga-

zine. Its purpose is for members to brielly
share their district energy experiences and
opinions. Tb participate in "Members Speak

Out," email your letters to <idea@district
energy.org>.

7n the 1980s we began using the word
I coseneration to describe the simulta-

Irr.3r'r, production of heat and electric

energy. Webster's Collegiate Dictionary
describes the process as generating elec-

tricity from waste heat or using waste heat
from electric generation. Now we call this
process combined heat and power (CHP).
Either way, producing electricity and heat
together makes more efficient use of fuel.
With a national energy plan calling for
construction of one power plant per week
for the next 20 years, it is important to
encourage CHP investments that will be

efficient for the long term.
Among district energy's many bene-

fits is the ability to collect and distribute
waste heat from power production or
industries for buildings needing heating
and cooling. In the earliest days of district
heating development in U.S. cities, utilities
often provided both electricity and steam

for customers to replace small generating
plants located at each individual building.
District steam supply was considered a
necessity to eliminate fuel burning by cus-

tomers at their buildings and to secure

their long-term commitment.
District heating systems were almost

all connected to centrally located electric-
generating plants near a city's central busi-
ness district. The power plant produced
electricity and steam for the district system.

In many cities, solid waste was burned to
generate steam for the district system.
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After World War II, the U.S. economy
grew, and economies of scale for electric
production caused generating plants to be

built larger and sited further from cities.

The smaller downtown generating sta-

tions were phased out and replaced with
low-pressure, heat-only boilers. As long as

fuel costs were low, producers and con-
sumers concentrated on unit costs rather
than energy efficiency. In 1950 approxi-
mately 15 percent of U.S. electric supply
was produced by cogeneration. By 1977,

however, this figure had dropped to less

than 5 percent, most of which was associ-

ated with industrial processes.

Cogeneration or combined heat and
power can greatly increase fuel utilization
when applied to district heating and cool-
ing. A realistic example is a case where sep-

arate heat and power systems use 100 units
of fuel input to generate 40 units of electric

output (40 percent efficienry) and 160

units of fuel to produce 120 units of build-
ing heat (75 percent efficienry). An applica-

tion could utilize 200 units of fuel input to
generate the same 40 units of electricity
output and 120 units of heat- a fuel savings

of 30 percent. Without question, fuel sav-

ings from CHP requires no new or untest-
ed technology and few, if any, conservation
measures exhibiting personal virtue.

Those of us in the district energy

industry are well aware of the potential
savings from combined heat and power.

The question is how to transfer this
knowledge into practical applications to
save fuel for the nation.

I suggest three ways for our industry
to promote the benefits of district energy
and CHP:
(1) Customers should individually and

through their trade associations seek

district energy supplied from CHP for

their buildings. Their requests should
go to their local utility companies and
to IDEA for referral services.

(2) Customers and system developers

should educate community planners

and zoning officials about the benefits

of district energy and CHP so that reg-

ulations encouraging system develop-

ment can be implemented. This
includes air-quality regulators consider-

ing the energy benefits of district ener-

gy combined with CHP so that emis-

sions from small power production
facfities are looked at in the overall
energy-effi ciency picture.

(3) Last, and most important, the district
energy industry must educate state

regulators responsible for power-plant
permitting. With a potential need for
one power plant each weeh it is crucial
that each power plant application pro-
vide justification for not using waste

heat. Without regulations requiring
consideration of waste-heat utiliza-
tion, power plant developers will be

allowed to construct plants, which
continue to use fuel and pass costs on
to consumers in the same way we have

for the past 30 years. @
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